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Wokingham Child and Young Person SEND Survey Results 
 

Me2 Club ran this survey of SEND young people’s views from 15th June to 4th July 2022. 
We offered 5 x £10 Amazon vouchers to 5 young people who completed this survey and 
promoted the survey through social media and other local organisations. We had 34 
responses. 
 
Me2 Club would like to thank all those who helped promote the survey and to Addington 
School who coordinated responses from some of their young people.  
 
The survey results have been anonymised. 
 

Who Completed the Survey 
30 young people live in Wokingham and another attended a Wokingham school. Three did 

not live or go to school in Wokingham and Me2 Club have discounted their responses 

from these results. 

There was a good range of responses from 6 to 25 years old. It was clear from the 

responses that a couple of children had help from their parents but most appeared to be 

written by the young person. 
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This is roughly in line with the Wokingham population as a whole (7.4% Asian, 88% White, 

2% Black, 2.7% dual or mixed heritage and 0.7% other) suggesting that we have been able 

to reach a good cross section of the community.   

 

47% of young people said that they had free school meals. This seems high given 

Wokingham’s overall Income Deprivation affecting Children Index of 150 (1 is the most 

deprived and 151 is the least.) It is possible that some of the young people aren’t aware 

that their school meals aren’t   and/or reflective of the greater deprivation of SEND 

families compared with the average. It does confirm that the survey did not exclude 

families living in poverty. 

To make the survey easier for the young people, and to check for accuracy, we asked 

them to name their school and used this to work out the type of school attended. As you 

will see there was a good spread of types of provision. 
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Support in school and college 

 
We asked young people what they liked and didn’t like at school/college. There were 

three common themes that made a difference to whether a young person was happy at 

school:  

• Supportive teachers who understood their additional need and gave them space to 
talk 

• Friendships 

• A variety of activities such as art and sport 

45%
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School Attended

Maintream Primary

Mainstream Secondary

Resource unit at primary school

Independent mainstream school

College

Higher Education

Working

No answer

Special School
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Does your school or college meet  your additional needs? 
Most felt that their school or college met their needs very well or a little bit. 

 
What should schools or colleges do to meet your needs better? 

Some were happy with the support they got. Of those that weren’t happy, some weren’t 

sure what would help and others had specific requests. There were some common 

themes: 

• Schools understanding autism and/or SEND in general 

• More teaching assistants “I really struggle.” 

• More sports and activities. 

 

How do you get to school or college? 
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There were 10 young people who had school transport organised by WBC. 2 young people 

took a school bus, 3 had a bus collect them from home and two had a taxi. All said that this 

was good or ok. 

School Attendance 

 

Unfortunately, there were few answers as to what would help those that were attending, 

especially the two who missed a lot of school. This may be too hard to answer in a survey 

and a discussion with those missing education due to anxiety would be more helpful in 

this instance. The answers to what young people like and don’t like at school above will be 

helpful.  

48%
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Mode of transport

Walk or get public bus Take a school bus School bus collects from home

Taxi Own or parents' car Residential
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Education, Health and Care Plan and Annual Reviews

 
 
 

 
 

What would make Annual Reviews better? 
There were a few common answers here: 

• Hold them more frequently (one said that they only had the reviews for the first 2 
years) 

• Explain things better in the review 

• The reviews would be better if my grades were better or I had achieved more. 

• Make them less boring! 
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Health Care 
 

 
Few were able to answer What would improve the health support you get. There were a 

few themes such as just more support and more activities such as sport. 

Social Care 
Around 30% wanted more support than they are receiving: 

 
Twelve answered the question, if you have a Social Worker, what do they do well and what 
else would you like them to do, mostly to compliment their Social Worker on being kind, 
caring and friendly. One said that their Social Worker had left and they weren’t sure who 
their SW was now. 
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Preparation for Adulthood 

 
What help would you like to prepare for adulthood? The common theme was life skills such 

as cooking and managing money, plus help finding out about work. This is in line with the 

recent discussion at the Say YES SEND Youth Forum about the kind of support most helpful 

to prepare for adulthood: 

• Help with managing money 

• Help with time management 

• Work experience  

• Social skills 

• Travel training  

• Information regarding learning to drive – what are the rules if you have a condition 

like ADHD? Young people also need someone who understands different needs. 

• Communication including making appointments, booking people to come fix things. 

Conclusions 
Given the short timescale, we got a good range of the community responding. Over 90% of 

the children and young people who completed the survey were happy in school. Over 50% 

though, felt that their needs could be better met with: 

• Supportive teachers who understood their additional need and gave them space to 
talk 

• Friendships 

• A variety of activities such as art and sport 

• More teaching assistants 
 

Of the seven that had school transport organised by WBC, all felt that this was good or ok. 

There were a few common answers to what young people needed at Annual Reviews: 
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• Hold them more frequently (one said that they only had the reviews for the first 2 
years) 

• Explain things better in the review 

• Make them less boring! 

• The reviews would be better if my grades were better or I had achieved more. 
The last comment reflects what other young people have said, that Annual Reviews feel 
more like group supervision of them rather than a review of provision  
  

Most were happy with their health care. Many found their Social Workers friendly and 

helpful. About a third wanted more social care support than they were getting. 

The kind of support most would find helpful to prepare for adulthood was: 

• Help with managing money 

• Help with time management 

• Work experience  

• Social skills 

• Travel training  

• Information regarding learning to drive – what are the rules if you have a condition 

like ADHD? Young people also need someone who understands different needs. 

Communication including making appointments, booking people to come fix things. 

Recommendations 
1. Use SEND young people’s feedback in whole-school training. Say YES could prepare a 

short infographic/poster, for example. 

2. Check data on the number of Annual Reviews held on time, as some young people 

say they are not happening regularly. 

3. Improve Annual Reviews so they are easier for the young person to understand and 

are not an appraisal/group supervision of the young person. 

4. Ensure Annual Reviews address what support social care can provide the young 

person and family 

5. Use young people’s feedback to assist in preparation for adulthood support. 

 

Ramona Bridgman 

Children and Young Peoples’ Participation Coordinator 

Me2 Club 

12/07/22 


